Good morning Council President Clarke, Council Leadership, members of City Council, my fellow elected officials from all branches of government service, members of our Administration, Mayor John Street and my fellow Philadelphians. I’d like to thank Reverend Shipman for his innovation, his leadership of his church, risen from the ashes and strong. And, a special thanks to Council President Clarke and his staff for all of the arrangements for today.

Before we get started today, I’d like to recognize the 2014 recipient of the Richardson Dilworth Award for Distinguished Public Service, Barbara Ash, a Law Department attorney in the Child Welfare Unit who works with an unparalleled sense of purpose and professionalism.

She has been a tremendous advocate for our great City’s social workers and the children and families they serve. Let’s give Barbara Ash a round of applause.

I’m sure Barbara, the members of City Council and thousands of other City employees would agree – public service is truly a calling, a vocation. Each of us answered that call and steadfastly serves our communities working together to shape the future of our City and the lives of every Philadelphian.

For nearly fifteen years I served as a member of City Council and for the last six years, I have proudly worked together with all of you as Mayor of this great City.

And so, I’d like to thank Council President Clarke and all of City Council for their partnership and leadership over the last six years. Working together, this City Council and our Administration achieved a great deal: we’re attracting new business, creating jobs; we’re safer, greener and growing in our population and economy.

In just the last two years, working together, we transformed the City skyline with more than $7.5 billion worth of recently announced, under construction or completed projects, including Comcast’s Innovation and Technology Center, a new $1.2 billion development project we announced last month.

Working together, we reformed Philadelphia’s inaccurate and unfair property tax system into an accurate, understandable and fair system that used industry best practices to complete the first city-wide property reassessment under the Actual Value Initiative.

Working together, Council President Clarke, Councilwoman Quinones Sanchez and our Administration created a better system for the disposition of vacant land and properties – making Philadelphia the largest City in the nation to have a Land Bank.
Working together, we re-wrote the City’s zoning code and created the City’s first comprehensive plan, Philadelphia 2035.

Working together, we’ve lowered wage and business taxes, bringing the resident wage tax below 4% for the first time since the 1970s and we will continue to work together to lower the wage and business taxes, while providing a range of exemptions and incentives to make Philadelphia a more attractive place for businesses to start here, stay here and grow here.

Working together, we’re transforming thousands of acres of long-neglected waterfronts on the Central Delaware and the Lower Schuylkill with dynamic plans that reclaim former industrial land.

Working together, City Council President Clarke, the Fairmount Park Conservancy and our Administration have agreed to move forward with the sale of the Love Park garage and construction of a new JFK Plaza/Love Park. And the renovation of Dilworth Plaza – the People’s Plaza – will be completed this fall.

Working together, our Administration with Council’s active support has increased diversity in City business participation. We have consistently surpassed our goal with regard to the percentage of city contracts with minority, women and disabled-owned contractors. In 2013, we reached 28% participation, encouraging us to raise our participation target to 30% for FY15.

A year before we began our partnership, in 2007, homicides in Philadelphia claimed the lives of 391 citizens. In 2013, we had 247 homicides – the lowest homicide count since 1967. It’s a decrease of 38% since 2007 and 26% lower than 2012. Overall, violent crime is down 15% compared to 2012.

But we all agree, one life lost or damaged because of violence is one too many. That’s why we will remain focused on reducing violence among young people through the Youth Violence Reduction Collaborative and the Department of Justice’s National Forum on Youth Violence Prevention.

And we must maintain our commitment and determination regarding homicides and shootings involving Black men and boys through our work around Black Male Engagement, the Mayor’s Commission on African American Males and the national organization called Cities United, which was recently recognized by President Barack Obama during the launch of his “My Brother’s Keeper” initiative last week.

In 2013, for the second year in a row, civilian fire fatalities were at an all-time low. Unfortunately, we did suffer the loss of one of Philadelphia’s finest firefighters, Battalion Chief Michael Goodwin last year. We pray for his family and all the families that have suffered the loss of loved ones from fire or violence.
In 2007, our high school graduation rate was 53% and the number of Philadelphians with a four-year college degree was 18%. In 2008, we all committed ourselves to turning the tide on poor educational outcomes. Today, our high school graduation rate is 64%, an improvement of 11 percentage points – and our college degree attainment rate is nearly 25%. Progress? Yes, but we know we have much more to do.

And, our population has grown every year since 2007, as affirmed by the 2010 Census, and we’ll show growth in 2013 for the seventh straight year as well – attracting a diverse group of new residents: empty nesters, immigrants and Millennials. In fact, no major city in the nation has experienced a larger percentage growth in the population of young people than Philadelphia.

I also want to point out that our strong fiscal management, our careful financial stewardship, our ability to work together and make tough budget decisions, is the reason Standard & Poor’s gave Philadelphia its highest rating ever with an “A+” municipal credit rating. And for the first time since the 1970s, all three major rating agencies placed us in the “A” category.

That’s just a small portion of what our Administration and City Council have achieved, working together. And, I know we will add more accomplishments to that list through our continued partnership.

Today, my proposed FY15 budget builds on our collective track record of fiscal responsibility and strategic investment. It includes investments that support our City of Philadelphia as we continue on the path to prosperity. It makes targeted investments for our children and adult citizens, in our neighborhoods and in public safety. This budget continues the incremental Wage Tax reductions that we restarted last year to bolster economic growth.

This budget proposes no tax increases for the City’s General Fund. Let me repeat that, there are no tax increases for the general fund in our City budget proposal. But, there are tax revenue issues related to funding public education that must be addressed and I’ll discuss those shortly.

And, we still have a variety of other challenges: Our total tax revenue in FY15 as compared to FY 14 is down about $41 million, which translates to 1.5% below FY14’s projections. This projected decrease for FY15 is due to the expiration of the 1% Philadelphia Sales Tax and reforms in the Business Income and Receipts Tax.

This budget, which balances lower tax revenue projections with rising employee costs, takes a prudent approach to addressing both the long-term challenges we face and the immediate needs of our citizens and City departments.

Just last night, District Council 47 overwhelmingly ratified an 8-year contract agreement that adds $122 million in costs to our Five Year Plan. Our hard working city employees deserve the wage increases in this contract just as taxpayers, who foot the bill, deserve the cost-saving labor reforms in the agreement as well.
This contract includes vital reforms in the areas of pensions, healthcare and overtime while members of DC47 receive multiple wage increases over three years that they need for themselves and their families, starting 30 days from now.

I have said many times that I want contracts with all of our municipal unions – and I know City Council feels the same way – but the agreements in my view have to be fair both to the financial interests of our citizens and our public servants.

This remains my goal as we continue negotiations with District Council Union 33, which unfortunately, is now the only group of public employees that doesn’t have a contract that provides raises for workers. I want to give you raises but I need reforms as well. Let’s get a contract for our DC33 workers. We are also concluding the arbitration process with the Fire Fighters Union, whose members received raises last year, and entering the arbitration process with members of the FOP who received multiple raises in their five-year contract.

Therefore, in our FY 15 budget, we are setting aside some of our fund balance for future labor contract agreements, as we did in our FY 14 budget.

We are committing more than $44.3 million for potential obligations with DC 33, Local 22 of the Fire Fighters Union, Lodge 5 of the Police union and non-represented employees and for the new DC47 contract in the FY15 budget. Over the span of the Five Year Plan, we are reserving more than $375.5 million for contract costs, including the full cost of the contract with District Council Union 47.

I am hopeful that all of our union leaders understand that my Administration wants fair multi-year contracts with all of our union employees. But fair contracts must include work rule changes, healthcare cost savings and most importantly, pension reform.

We must control our costs of operating the city government while providing high quality services and while also seeking opportunities to strengthen our financial picture and reduce financial risk. We must also explore new economic and job growth opportunities for our city, and that is why we’ve spent the last few years exploring the possible sale of PGW and the incredible business growth and job generation this proposal could create.

I know that members of City Council and all Philadelphians appropriately have questions regarding the proposed sale of PGW to UIL Holdings but let me restate my analysis because I believe this is the right decision for us, for PGW customers and for PGW workers.

The proposed agreement will freeze gas rates for three years – that means no rate hike for three years and any new owner cannot raise rates after that without the approval of the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission, just like PGW right now.

The agreement will maintain PGW’s discount programs for low-income families and seniors and will position PGW to take full advantage of the abundant supply of natural gas in Pennsylvania,
offering our city and region the opportunity to become a prime energy hub and job creator in America.

In addition, UIL’s commitment to accelerating investment in pipe replacement, LNG facilities and expanding shale gas operations means more jobs for Local 686 and our building construction trades – this is about jobs and economic growth for our city.

The proposed agreement also protects the interests of PGW workers, which is very important to me, all PGW workers will be offered employment at UIL; there will be no lay-offs; all pension benefits earned through the sale date are assured in the future. That means, PGW workers will receive their PGW pension whenever they retire whether its two years or two decades from now – you will get your PGW pension.

In addition, each year, our own City pension costs grow, straining our resources – resources that could be spent improving service delivery or reducing taxes. Now, the City is doing what it can to ensure the long-term financial security of our City Pension Fund, but it’s still less than half funded.

The sale of Philadelphia Gas Works could go a long way to rejuvenate our severely underfunded Pension Fund. The $1.86 billion agreement with UIL Holdings could infuse between $420 million and $630 million into the Fund.

In the coming months, I know that City Council will do its due diligence and carefully weigh all of the elements of a potential sale of PGW. My Administration is looking forward to working with Council, answering your questions, and ultimately completing this sale.

Let me take a few moments to discuss the paramount issue that I know every member of Council is concerned about – public education for our kids.

Our children deserve a high-quality education. Period. But, prolonged fiscal challenges at the School District have truly impeded our ability to provide a rich learning experience for our young people. Our Administration and City Council have time and time again shown leadership, increasing annual, recurring education funding by $155 million over the last three years.

Despite increased funding from the City and making tough decisions to reduce costs and implement savings, the School District is operating under a significantly constrained budget because it did not receive the full funding it needed for its current budget.

Recently, the District requested an additional $320 million in recurring funding – that number is in addition to the $120 million that would be generated by the extension of the 1% Sales Tax currently a topic of discussion in City Council.

Because we’re required to budget revenues consistent with existing law for measures that have already been enacted, our budget assumes that the District will receive that $120 million. But, let me be clear, and I have been consistent on this issue, we are in agreement that a 50/50 split of the
1% Sales Tax extension, coupled with the implementation of the cigarette tax, is vitally important for the financial stability of the School District and the fiscal health of our City pension fund. And, I will continue to advocate for a change in the Sales Tax extension legislation in Harrisburg.

Two weeks ago, when Dr. Hite announced that the District would need an additional $320 million for Action Plan 2.0, I said that I support his broad request for additional funds and that I would do whatever I could within our budget constraints to ensure the District had the additional funding they needed from us.

Specifically, the District has now made a request for $75 million in recurring annual funding from the City to support District-managed and charter schools. To meet the funding request, I am again calling on the General Assembly to authorize the $2 per-pack cigarette tax, as already approved by this City Council.

In its first year, the cigarette tax would generate $83 million in education funding assuming a July 1, 2014 start date, and even in the out years of the tax, when smoking rates more than likely will decrease, which is a very good thing for the health and wellness of our citizens, it will still provide more than $70 million of dependable, annual education funding. All it requires is the General Assembly simply to pass authorizing legislation, which I will continue to push for in Harrisburg.

Once again, I want to thank the members of City Council for passing the cigarette tax 16-0. But there is still more work for us to do to support high-quality education and the children of this City. The School District of Philadelphia has a structural funding deficit that is caused by a consistent underfunding problem, it’s not getting the funds it needs or deserves.

Most importantly, we need substantial and sustainable long-term funding. The School District of Philadelphia has a structural funding deficit that is caused by consistent underfunding problem – it’s not getting the funding it needs or deserves. We need a state-wide, student-weighted funding formula, a formula that takes into account the number of students in a District and the needs of those students. Pennsylvania is one of only three states in the United States of America that does not utilize a student-weighted formula.

We must stand together and urge the Commonwealth to step up, create a new funding formula and support Philadelphia students and children all across the state.

Last month, I asked members of the Greater Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce to partner with all of us in the fight for the future of our city: the fight for education funding. It is my sincere hope that all Philadelphians will join in that fight for fair and full education funding as well.

I want to recognize Dr. William Hite and his team at the School District – he is doing an incredible job under tremendously difficult circumstances and has my complete support, including his efforts to gain sensible work rule changes that support positive outcomes for our kids in new teacher and principal contracts.
I know Dr. Hite, the School Reform Commission and every Councilmember shares my belief that our children should be our first priority. Investing in their education is our investment in Philadelphia’s future.

Earlier, I talked about fiscal responsibility and strategic investments. Our proposed FY 15 budget continues to allocate funding for the support of our citizens and the improvement of our communities and neighborhoods. Let me take a few moments to highlight some of our new FY 15 investments from the operating and capital budgets.

Today, I am pleased to announce that we will invest an additional $2.3 million in FY15 to bring all neighborhood branch libraries up to six-days a week service. We have not had this level of service in our branch libraries since the Recession in 2008. We are back to full six-day service! This Council was right on this issue back in 2009, and I’ve been determined to correct my mistake ever since, and I apologize to the children and library users of this City for the impact of my decision back then. This investment will total more than $11 million over the Five Year Plan to benefit our children, parents, job-seekers, seniors and other library users.

Additionally, we will spend $200,000 to build the collections at neighborhood branches to ensure our neighborhood libraries have the resources Philadelphians need and want. The collections at our neighborhood library branches support literacy initiatives, educational plans for students of all ages and a life-long love of learning for every Philadelphian.

And so, I’d like to challenge the Library Foundation, the Friends groups, non-profits and private donors to match the City’s proposed $200,000 for collections at our neighborhood branches.

Our educational interests don’t end when a student graduates high school. To ensure that that the Community College of Philadelphia, the City College of Philadelphia, is a viable and attractive post-secondary learning option for every Philadelphian, we will spend an additional $500,000 in FY15 to help off-set rising tuition costs.

And because learning outside of the classroom is also important to the development of our young people, we will invest an additional $500,000 in the Department of Parks and Recreation to provide more programming options and expand recreation center hours across the City in FY15.

I am proud to announce that, in order to counteract Federal Sequestration cuts that would hurt vulnerable Philadelphians, we will continue to invest an additional $1 million in the Office of Supportive Housing to help our homeless citizens.

We will spend $5 million in FY15 on neighborhood commercial corridors to make improvements to curbs, sidewalks, landscaping, lighting and parking to complement public and private investments.

And, we will provide $16 million in FY15 to the Streets Department to pave roads across the City. I’d like to take a moment to acknowledge the exceptional efforts of our many snow-
fighting City employees, starting with Streets Commissioner Dave Perri, who over the last few
months have battled bitterly cold temperatures and intense snow falls during the third worst
winter in our City’s recorded history, including a snow storm just this week. Let’s recognize our
great public servants and their incredible work.

We will also make important investments in public safety to continue our progress.

We will hire 400 new police officers in FY15 to maintain a sworn-strength of 6,525 Police
Officers. We will welcome new classes of firefighters, paramedics and EMT’s to the
Philadelphia Fire Department. And, we will continue to make renovations to Police and Fire
Stations across the City, including breaking ground on the new Police Headquarters at 4601
Market Street.

During the Great Recession, we weren’t able to replace our City vehicles in a way that served
our departments well. But in our proposed FY15 budget, we will begin to invest again: $2
million dollars from the operating budget for police vehicles and other City vehicles and $10
million in capital money for large specialty vehicles, like fire trucks, EMS trucks, trash
compactors and new plowing equipment. In fact, the FY15 capital budget is $131 million, the
largest capital budget since FY02.

To strengthen safety and demolition oversight, we will fund 31 new positions in the Department
of Licenses and Inspections. These new employees will supplement L&I’s current Emergency
Services inspectional staff, to ensure safe public and private demolitions in accordance with the
recent package of City Council legislation that I signed in response to the building collapse
tragedy at 22nd and Market.

I’d like to thank Councilman Curtis Jones, Jr., and all of the members of City Council’s Special
Investigating Committee on Demolitions Practices, for their leadership on this issue.

Our Administration, with the support and recommendations of City Council, is doing everything
we can to ensure that this heartbreaking situation never happens again. The safety and well-being
of our citizens is of the utmost importance to me.

In the coming months, with Council’s partnership and the expected recommendations from the
Special Independent Advisory Commission to Review and Evaluate the Department of Licenses
and Inspections, a commission created by my executive order, we will continue to make
improvements to the construction and demolition process in this City.

When I presented my first budget in 2008, I talked about my vision for a new day in Philadelphia
and the new way to make it safer, cleaner, greener, smarter … a better Philadelphia.

I don’t think any of us knew then that we would face such a devastating recession and slow
recovery. But I knew that our citizens were resilient and that Philadelphia was ready for change.
Over the last six years, we have worked together to transform our City, the way it works for and with its citizens. And, we elevated our own expectations for what is possible in Philadelphia.

When you talk about expectations, some have thought that we could not regain our stature in manufacturing in the country and around the world. I disagree.

Working together with Councilman Henon and the Mayor’s Manufacturing Task Force, I’m pleased to announce the creation of the Office of Manufacturing and Industry in the Commerce Department to coordinate and review the implementation of many of the Task Force recommendations.

This office will be the focal point of the city’s efforts and the coordinator for external activities with many of our partners – like PIDC, UII, CCP, Philly Works, Select Greater Philadelphia and many others in advancing this critical sector.

We can do big things in Philadelphia and we will, working together.

Our proposed budget focuses on our immediate needs and the long-term challenges of our City. It is a fiscal pledge of investment in our children, in our citizens and in our neighborhoods.

It’s an investment in public education, public safety, the financial stability of the City’s Pension Fund and the City as a whole.

Today, we are on a different path, a path to a more prosperous Philadelphia. Let’s keep working, together.

Thank you. God bless the City of Philadelphia.